COVID-19 impacts on Disability and Rehabilitation in Bangladesh
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Abstract
Bangladesh is going through a potentially catastrophic situation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The most densely populated country in the world with a high rate of disabled people, poor economic resilience, and lack of proper pandemic preparedness makes it particularly vulnerable. Rehabilitation care for disabled people will fare even worse fate during this pandemic unless a clear national strategy is formulated rapidly, which must be implemented quickly. The paper aims to explain the impact of COVID 19 on the Persons with disability of Bangladesh in epidemiological, healthcare, social and rehabilitation contexts.
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Background
World Health Organization declared SARS CoV2 or Coronavirus Disease 19 as a global pandemic and alarmed the lower-middle-income countries to have a greater risk of transmission[1][2] Bangladesh confirmed the first case on March 7, 2020[2], Government reports 156,362 cases have been diagnosed with COVID-19, among them 68,048 cases cured (43.5%) and 1,968 deaths (1.3%) till July 4, 2020.[3] The country also reported the first case of a child who died aged six years on April 13 in Chottogram. She was a physically challenged child with cerebral palsy.[4] Bangladesh has nearly 10-15% of people with disabilities and 80% of them living in rural areas [5], and disability has been defined by Persons with disabilities rights and protection Act (2013) and neurodevelopmental disability protection trust act (2013) as physical, psychological, visual, speech, intellectual, hearing, cerebral palsy, autism spectrum disorder, and down's syndrome. For many reasons, the persons with disabilities (PWDs) and the frontline rehabilitation practitioners of Bangladesh are at higher risk of COVID-19 in Bangladesh.

Perspectives
From the epidemiological perspective, there is no estimation of PWDs infected by SARS CoV-2 and reported inaccessibility of healthcare towards them. One study disclosed that about 50% of the population with neurological disabilities has the inability of accessing health and rehabilitation care due to inaccessibility in travelling to the centre, poor economic condition, and lack of awareness; It takes six months to 2 years to access healthcare for a PWD's [6] and there is a common determination that the PWDs will face numerous challenges to attend the test centres as maximum test centre are situated in the divisional cities and urban area.

From the healthcare perspective, PWD's have pre-existing risk and comorbidities. World Health Organization (2020) illustrate some factors related to the pre-existing risk of COVID-19 infection towards PWDs as, difficulty maintaining hygiene such as hand-washing because of physical difficulties or inaccessibility, dependency on the caregiver, difficulties in maintaining social distancing, poor physical functioning, and mental health, and comorbidity of poor respiratory fitness.[7] A population-based study suggests 62% of the cerebral palsy child have associated risk factors as pneumonia, sepsis, CNS infection, meningitis, or encephalitis in Bangladesh. [8] Another study suggests 65% of rehabilitated Spinal Cord injury people in the community are dependent on the caregiver, and 75% of them experienced respiratory, Integumentary, or other infective conditions in the last two years.[9] These pre-existing health issues imply serious complications due to unavailability of health care services and rights, lack of support, consideration as disposable causalities, and absence in policy for the PWDs; and multiplies the risks to the COVID-19.[10] Bangladesh is reported to have such inequities, and the burden is multiplying with female gender, child, homeless, and refugees. [11]
In the Communication and Social perspective, there is inaccessibility of adequate information and resources regarding SARS CoV 2 for PWD's. In Bangladesh, a larger number of congenital disabilities are the illiterate and similar portion of acquired disabilities unable to read and understand complex articles\(^\text{[10]}\) and finding hurdles to understanding and maintain safety measures whereas the digital content, internet, and website are not easily accessible and obtainable for PWDs.

And in the Rehabilitation perspective, Bangladesh has no protective policy for the rehabilitation workforce or involvement of Rehabilitation professionals in the frontline workforce.\(^\text{[12]}\) Evidence and best practice guidelines recommend to involve physiotherapy and rehabilitation professionals in acute COVID-19 healthcare settings with adequate personal protective equipment (PPE)\(^\text{[13]}\) and also suggested to continue the rehabilitation services online as the telemedicine facility. Studies reflect the scarcity of PPE in emergency care\(^\text{[14]}\). Also, there are reports of the inaccessibility of PPE for rehabilitation care settings.\(^\text{[15]}\) In low affluent countries, PWDs and families are encouraged to continue Community based rehabilitation and accessing care through online consultation\(^\text{[13]}\). Bangladesh has no available data regarding how many of PWD’s have access to the internet and video calling and how much this is accessible to them.

**Recommendations**

The PWD's our country's largest minority, and the impact is significant. In epidemiological prospect, enlistment of PWD's and families affected by COVID 19 needs to be estimated integrating with national disability database, and impose policy to reach the testing facilities to the PWD's and vulnerable population in Bangladesh. As per healthcare perspectives, the disability considerations for COVID-19\(^\text{[7]}\) need to be implemented, and dedicated facilities are encouraged. Alternative and augmented communication (AAC) are recommended to employ in case of every publication and advisory of COVID-19 to remove the cognitive barrier. And to ensure effective and sustainable Rehabilitation services, the involvement of Multidisciplinary workforce in COVID 19 frontline, ensure adequate protective measures to health and rehabilitation workforce and encourage innovative telerehabilitation technologies accessible for PWD's are strongly recommended. Bangladesh has a separate allocation of business between the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Social welfare regarding PWD's\(^\text{[6]}\), hence comprehensive measures are also recommended.

**Conclusion**

Bangladesh is going through a potentially catastrophic situation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The most densely populated country in the world with a high rate of disabled people, poor economic resilience, and lack of proper pandemic preparedness makes it particularly vulnerable. Rehabilitation care for disabled people will fare even worse fate during this pandemic unless a clear national strategy is formulated, which must be implemented quickly.
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